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A Warlord 

 

This solo Science Fiction campaign is based around Shem, an old city, perhaps 

fallen from the high status to which it once aspired but it is still no mean city. It 

ornaments the distant world of Torogath III. Humanity has passed through this 

world several times, but gradually it has slipped slowly into being a quiet 

backwater.  

You are determined to make your home city of Shem a great city again. 

Borrowing money from family (and anybody else who will lend it to you) you hire 

a band of reckless adventurers who are now your followers and bodyguard. You 

and your band beat off some desert raiders and the city proclaims you to be 

King of Shem.  

So for your campaign, what rules? Well I think you want to lead city sized forces 

so you want to think modestly big. You’ll be leading hundreds of men, not thirty 

of forty. So I’ve geared this to Hellfire rules. I’ve tried to keep costs and similar 

comparable with Hellfire Campaigns, although I’ve used a slightly different way 

of doing the map. 

The Figures 

What have you got? Anything scruffy and disreputable. Because Hellfire can 

work with 15mm have you thought about these from Alternative Armies to be 

your reckless adventurers? 

https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/15mm-hof-science-fiction-

range/products/hof56-cultists 

https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/15mm-hof-science-fiction-range/products/hof56-cultists
https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/15mm-hof-science-fiction-range/products/hof56-cultists
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In 6mm I’d be tempted to look at colonial ranges rather than just science fiction. 

How about looking at these from Baccus for those city dwellers with firearms. 

You could use their sword and spearmen for the rest. 

https://www.baccus6mm.com/catalogue/Colonials/Mahdists/ 

 

https://www.baccus6mm.com/catalogue/Colonials/Mahdists/
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Or alternatively how about Brigade’s Desert Raiders for your 6mm reckless 

adventurers. 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/HammersSlammers/Hashemite%20Nation%2

0-%206mm/HS6-4260.html 

 

I always feel that you should never be afraid to mix fantasy figures in with SF. 

How about one of these to mount a team of reckless adventurers. 

https://www.microworldgames.com/collections/6mm-fantasy/products/ogre-

idrocanthae 

 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/HammersSlammers/Hashemite%20Nation%20-%206mm/HS6-4260.html
https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/HammersSlammers/Hashemite%20Nation%20-%206mm/HS6-4260.html
https://www.microworldgames.com/collections/6mm-fantasy/products/ogre-idrocanthae
https://www.microworldgames.com/collections/6mm-fantasy/products/ogre-idrocanthae
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The Map 

This is quite simple. Take a pack of playing cards. First remove court cards and 

jokers, aces and twos. Then shuffle well and place one card face up on the table 

in front of you. This represents the city of Shem. Because the higher the value, 

the better, if the card you’ve placed is less than a seven, you can discard and 

draw again, until you’ve at least got a seven. 

Then around this card place eight others, also face up, so they form a square, 

three cards by three cards, with Shem in the middle. These represent the 

neighbouring towns, villages and cities. 

Finally shuffle in half the court cards and place the cards, face up, until Shem is 

in the centre of a five by five square of cards. You can move from one card to 

another by crossing an edge, not by moving diagonally. The terrain is assumed 

to get in the way. 

You can assume that any cities down one edge are ports and the other cities 

aren’t. You can then link up port cities with cities and towns in their hinterland. 

This gives the roads a purpose. Also cities tend to be on rivers, even if only 

small ones because you need a decent water supply. So have a river mouth by 

each port city and extend them back inland. Obviously they’ll have tributaries 

and suchlike but they needn’t be major obstacles. The area is too small and 

parochial.  

At this point you can if you want transfer your grid of twenty five settlements to 

a more aesthetically pleasing map, with hills and roads and all the fripperies of 

geography. You can even give them names. Just make sure the roads connect 

the settlements so that your movement follows the rules about not moving along 

diagonals. 

The cards 

Each card is a settlement. The value of the card gives you the strength and 

wealth of the settlement. All settlements are walled after a fashion. Those that 

are represented by court cards consider themselves cities and these have a 

notional strength of twelve. With other cards the strength is the number on the 

card. 

The nature of the settlements 

You want to know how loyal or otherwise your cities and generals will be. Here 

I’m going to suggest you look at the book “Tony Bath's Ancient Wargaming.” It 

includes Tony Bath’s ‘Setting up a Wargames Campaign,’ a must-read for the 

discerning ancient wargamer.  

https://www.soa.org.uk/joomla/publications/53-tony-bath-s-ancient-wargaming 

 

https://www.soa.org.uk/joomla/publications/53-tony-bath-s-ancient-wargaming
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He has an excellent system for dicing up the characteristics of your various 

governors and similar. I’d recommend you buy the book, but here is a simplified 

method of discovering the character of these people and places. . 

 We will assume that the loyalty of the city is the popularity of the 

governor you appoint.  

 Each city comes with a governor whom you can just accept, or you can 

replace them with your man. If you replace them, the city loyalty is the 

popularity of the new governor, minus one.  

 If your governor leaves the city (perhaps because he leads troops to join 

your army), then the city loyalty defaults to the popularity of the local 

man.  (The one you replaced.) Obviously you can have the local man 

executed, but then the city loyalty is at -3 to your governor’s popularity.  

 If you garrison a city with a unit/base of your Reckless Adventurers, it 

adds +3 to the governor’s loyalty. 

 

So roll a d6 for each characteristic for each city’s governor/local strongman.  

 

Characteristics 1 2 3 4 5 6 
General  

disposition 

Savage Grim Dour cheerful Happy Recklessly  

friendly 

Morals Utterly  

depraved 

debauched Drink & 

Women 

Drink 

or 

Women 

Highly 

morale 

Goodie 

two shoes 

Martial  

Aptitude 

None     Genius 

Martial  

Experience 

None     Vast 

Activity Idle Slow methodical Busy Shows 

initiative 

Erratic 

Loyalty Completely 

disloyal 

    Utterly 

loyal 

Popularity This is the average of the six characteristics above. But a loyalty of 1 

or 2 counts as a 6 as the character is assumed to be good at 

dissembling. 

 

Remember to roll up a character for you as well. Pick the one you prefer out of 

the heap, and then you’ll have to live with the advantages and disadvantages. 

So you might pick one with a high martial aptitude but is not popular due to his 

savagery and depravity. 

Trade links 

If you have a Port on one edge of the map, and a city on the other edge of the 

map, there will be a trade route between them. Mark the shortest road that 

connects them on your map. If you control every settlement on that trade route, 

you get a tax of 500 credits per settlement per month on the route per turn. 
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Raising money 

• Each city pays you tribute; five hundred credits for every point of value of 

the card drawn for the city. So if the city was represented by a 6 of diamonds, 

then that is three thousand credits a turn it pays you. 

• There is also the income from trade (see above.) 

 

Raising troops 

Because Hellfire deploys troops in units composed of a number of bases I’ll 

probably confuse everybody by using both terms promiscuously in this scenario.  

Each settlement can field a force with three times as many bases as it has 

points, so a settlement with a six of diamonds can raise 18 bases.  

These troops are formed into units. Half are more poorly armed and motivated 

and tend to remain as home defence. The other half is better armed and 

equipped and can join an ‘expeditionary’ force.  

You ‘fill up’ from the bottom, so the settlement first produces a home defence 

force of at least six bases and then starts to offer men for an expeditionary 

force. Because you’ve discarded aces and twos, the smallest settlement will be a 

three. So that will produce 9 bases. This will be six bases for the home defence 

and three bases well enough equipped to be summoned to join an expedition. 

If we look at a settlement that’s a ten, then it’ll raise 30 bases. So fifteen bases 

are home defence and fifteen worth taking on an expedition. As for organisation, 

you might decide they are units of five bases, so the expeditionary force is 

composed of three units of five, or you could have one unit seven strong and 

one unit eight strong.  

Home Defence Force Troops. 

For the home defence troops a unit, no matter how many bases it has, will have 

no armour and obsolete projectile weapons. These fire at half effect over 10” but 

at normal effect under 10”. When you move Home Defence Troops out of their 

home area, roll a 2d6 at the end of each month. That’s how many bases have 

deserted. It drops to 1d6 bases a month if you pay them. 

Reaction 1,2,3,2,1,2,1,1 13pts 

Heavy weapons. You could give the settlements heavy weapons to support their 

troops. I’d go for something obsolete. Have one for every ten bases the 

settlement can produce (rounding down so you always have one.) 

These crew served projectile weapon fire every other turn. They fire as far as 

any other crew served weapon, but again with half effect over 10” but with 

double effect at 10” and under.  They are towed by animal teams, which can 

keep up with infantry marching.  

Reaction 1,2,3,2,1,2,1,1 13pts 
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Expeditionary Force Troops 

These have flak armour, perhaps hidden under robes, and have modern 

projectile weapons.  

At the end of a month when they’ve been on half pay and were expected to 

forage, roll a d6. That’s how many bases have deserted from that unit.  

Reaction 2,3,2,1,2,2,2,1 15pts 

Reckless Adventurers 

Whilst we’re looking at troop types this is perhaps the best place to include your 

Reckless Adventurers. 

A unit will be eight bases strong. They will have flak armour, perhaps hidden by 

robes, and modern projectile weapons. One base will have a crew served 

projectile weapon, which you might want to mount on a beast drawn cart or on 

the back of some monstrous creature.  

Reaction 3,3,3,3,3,2,2,2 21pts 

Spending money 

All spending is on a monthly basis, but then as all tribute is paid monthly you 

budget monthly. After all, you might not actually live through a complete 

financial year.  

 The first call on your income is your own standard of living. There’s no 

point being Tyrant if it means you live in a ditch and drink dirty water and 

eat stale bread. So the first thousand credits of your income are spent on 

your personal standard of living. There is no penny pinching here. Your 

wives and concubines demand that certain standards be maintained. 

 

 The second call on your income is the honoraria paid to any governors or 

generals you appoint. If you allow the city to keep its original 

strongman/governor, then he has his own sources of income and you 

don’t need to worry about him. But if you appoint one of your men as 

governor, you have to pay a five hundred credits a turn to support him. 

(As well as rolling dice to give him characteristics.) 

 

 Then you have your Reckless Adventurers. They aren’t doing this for the 

good of their health. It costs 1,000 credits to support one unit of Reckless 

Adventurers.  

 

 You start off with one unit of Reckless Adventurers already raised, but it 

costs 6,000 credits to raise a second. You’re not just buying the kit they 

wear, you’re buying loyalty and also selecting for a very special type of 

person. They may not be the type of person you would normally invite to 

dinner, but these are people you can rely upon, absolutely. The extra 

units also cost 1,000 credits to support. You see why I suggested you 

ensure that Shem is at least a 7 strong settlement. 
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 You can also pay for an army. When you summon troops owed to you 

from the settlements that owe you loyalty, you have to pay them. It costs 

at least 500credits per unit of Expeditionary Force troops, ten bases 

strong, per month. (You can reduce this pro-rata.) Home Defence Force 

troops are paid at half this rate.  Whilst your army is on the march it feeds 

itself, (which means you can pay Expeditionary Force troops only 250 

credits a month, and Home Defence force troops don’t need paying at all. 

They forage (loot) as you travel. Note that units on half or less pay 

because they’re expected to forage for themselves are prone to fade away 

as men return home with their ‘forage.’ When an army sits down to 

besiege a settlement, the besieging army has to be paid in full. Sieges are 

resolved at the end of the turn, even if the army has been encamped 

around it for the entire turn. 

 

Movement and fighting 

Movement  

A one month turn has six movement phases. In a movement phase you may 

move from one settlement to the next. A movement phase includes any battles. 

A siege lasts an entire turn. 

You cannot move through a hostile territory unless you are willing to offer battle.  

 

Fighting 

When you turn up outside a settlement that isn’t part of your petty empire, 

there is a chance it will join you. If the strength of the army you are fielding is 

twice that of the settlement they will automatically join you if your popularity is 

higher than that of their local strongman/governor. If they do not join you 

automatically they have to be besieged, or they can be deceived into fighting a 

battle outside the walls. 

If the defenders are not outnumbered, they will offer battle. Here you can 

attempt to deceive them by splitting your force, and placing part of your army 

under a general. (Dice for that individual’s characteristics, what you get is what 

you get. He’s probably a brother in law or something.) You will commence the 

battle with you leading your force which is no stronger than the enemy, and the 

enemy attacking you. Your general will lead the outflanking force to the attack 

provided he makes certain die rolls. 

 He must roll less than or equal to his Martial aptitude or experience (your 

choice) to attack in the correct place. Otherwise he arrives behind you, as 

the battle starts. 
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 He must roll less than or equal to his activity or he turns up 2d6 moves 

after you want him to. 

 

 He must roll less than or equal to his loyalty or he doesn’t turn up at all. If 

his loyalty is a 1, on a roll of 6 he joins the other side. 

 

Sieges 

At the end of each turn roll less than or equal to your Martial aptitude or Military 

experience (your choice) to take the city. Each turn deduct an extra -1 from the 

dice, it gets easier as time goes on. 

 

Winning and losing battles. 

 If you defeat the forces of a settlement that fights you outside the walls, 

then the settlement surrenders to you and pays tribute. 

 

 If you lose a battle this will call into question the loyalty of all your other 

settlements and generals who must immediately take a loyalty test. Each 

governor or general must roll less than or equal to their loyalty to stay 

loyal to you.  

 

 Each city, or army being led by a general, must then roll less than or 

equal to the governor or general’s popularity to remain loyal to him. 

 

This means that you could get a situation where a governor is loyal to you, but 

the city rebels against both you and him. In this case he can hold the gate with 

his bodyguard for 1d6 turns, meaning you can rush there with an army and 

force the citizens to fight you in the field however strong you are. 

If a governor or general rebels but his city or army doesn’t, he flees and you 

have to roll up a new governor or general. 

 

Replacing losses 

 Units lost will be replaced by the city next time you ask them to. However 

for every three bases lost, the city will have a -1 to its loyalty for the next 

four turns. Remember most losses aren’t dead, they’re wounded, fled or 

whatever. 

 

 If you lose a unit of ‘Reckless Adventurers’ you have to raise a new one at 

full cost. This is because everyone (including probably your own army) 

takes delight in sticking the knife into your trained thugs when they get 

the chance. 
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Troop Types and More Figures 

Seriously you can use pretty well anything that appeals. What have you got, 

what do you fancy buying? You could make your ‘Reckless Adventurers’ cavalry 

or mounted infantry. You could give them technicals and transport the 

Expeditionary Force Troops in civilian vehicles. (Whilst the home defence forces 

trudged along on foot.) Indeed the reckless adventurers can charge in mounted 

on improbable dinosaurs or ox drawn chariots. In the latter two cases just treat 

them as if they were APCs with improvised armour. Let your imagination run 

wild on this one. 

Winning and Losing. 

Technically you could keep going until you conquer every settlement. What 

tends to happen is that you lose a battle in which case everyone tests for loyalty 

and half your empire collapses meaning you have to re-conquer it; or you are 

killed in battle. 

If the latter happens there are two options. The first is that it is game over; 

you’ve died before conquering the entire map. The other option is to say that the 

reason you cannot just dispose of your more irritating generals is that they are 

family and potential heirs. So on your death; you immediately become your 

most popular general. This might mean you have with you the remnants of the 

defeated army, or if your loyalty was previously suspect, then you might be 

stuck in an out of the way settlement and have to raise an army and defeat 

some other general first. 

 


